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16 **THE BUILDING OF SHATTUCK INN GOLF COURSE**
More than 20 permits were required to build Shattuck Inn Golf Course on 400 acres of rocky mountain terrain scattered with wetlands in Jaffrey, NH. Golf Course Architect Brian Silva used his experience at The Captains Golf Course on Cape Cod to guide him through a sensitive environmental project.

23 **1991 MAN OF THE YEAR**
Murray Cook, 1991 Golf & sportsTURF Man Of The Year, has helped the Eastern League and possibly all of minor league baseball make great strides in playing conditions. Only 31 years old, Cook's contributions to baseball groundskeeping are matched by few. He has represented baseball during a tour of the U.S.S.R. and launched the first training seminar on groundskeeping in the minor leagues.

30 **KEEPING FLEET CARS AND VEHICLES UP TO PAR**
Maintenance records are vital to proper rotation and endurance of golf cars and turf vehicles. Yamaha's John Allison outlines recommended service for both gas and electric vehicles.

33 **SUPER BOWL RETURNS TO TAMPA FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY**
The field at Tampa Stadium is considered one of the best in professional football. Rick Nafe, director of operations for the facility, has been the NFL's coordinator of facilities for the Super Bowl since 1984 and has tight control over the conditions at his complex for Super Bowl XXV.
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COVER: Green at Shattuck Inn Golf Course tucked in between rock ledges and a brook. Photo courtesy: Brian Silva, Cornish & Silva Golf Course Architects.